Press Release - Light from the North
„This is what it’s all about, preserving what our children should be able to call nature“ says
Eerik Wissenz, 29, founder of Solar Fire Concentration Oy, a startup in solar energy,
as he turns back from the view out onto Tampere’s Pyhäjärvi lake. Indeed his startup
has a bold mission, to solve climate change and end energy poverty by providing a cost
eﬀective solution to access solar energy.
It might sound strange to start a solar energy company
in freezing cold Tampere, Finland, where half the year
sunlight is little but a faint gloom. But according to Eerik,
"Finland is a great place to start a company even
if our target market for solar lies elsewhere."
In fact, Finland invests heavily in innovation and hosts
a wealth of well connected institutions and business
development programs.
"It was the support for innovative and game changing
GoSol.org Solar Concentrator.
business models that brought me and my wife to Finland,
and also the fact that there's relatively little corruption here ––this really makes a difference."
Eerik’s small team is truly international with his 7 core team members coming from 6 different
countries. "Our team formed based on interest, and for this end there are no borders".
Back to the Land of Ancestors
Eerik Wissenz was born in Canada, one parent Finnish
and the other Canadian resulting in dual nationality Eerik
decided to keep by completing Finnish military service.
From a young age Eerik took interest in topics
of sustainability and started the quest for developing
accessible solar solutions at age 18 together with
his childhood friend Lorin Symington. Before founding Solar
Fire Concentration Oy and the GoSol.org platform, he spent
10 years in the developing world bootstrapping the tech
Director and Co-Founder Eerik Wissenz.
in various humanitarian and industrial settings. Today two
of his childhood friends from Canada are with him in the company, but still Eerik chose Finland as the
place to develop his business. "For a sustainability oriented company, Finland has much to offer. Here
we have a lively clean tech sector that provides a good network to integrate our technologies wisely".
Ambitions for 2015
GoSol.org is a startup developing engineering services and products for industrial solar concentration.
We also develop our tech to support humanitarian projects. "It is this dual-focus that makes
our company so interesting to our team. For us, there is no conflict between solar in industry
and for humanitarian projects, in fact it is going to take both to have a strong impact on the climate."
Apart from working with their partners around the world, GoSol.org will launch a crowdfunding
in 2015 to start producing a Quick-Install model that can be easily shipped anywhere to yield instant
solar benefits, and to release and spread construction guides allowing artisans and local builders
anywhere to build their own solar access technology.
Watch the team movie shot in Tampere: http://www.gosol.org/Team-in-Tampere
Contact information: Eva Wissenz, +35 8458591454, eva.wissenz@gosol.org, www.gosol.org
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